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Ed box:
Boy oh boy, my very own ed box!  But seriously, I think it’s now 
blatantly clear that while it’s entirely possible to succeed if you’re 
a woman, or black, you definitely cannot be both.  It is also prob-
ably equally likely that you can’t succeed as both an armenian and a 
douchebag, but I think this is what all those lumumba zapata che cafe 
fucktards are talking about: You have to let minorities that you’re fairly 
certain are destined for failure have a chance so as to dissuade their 
bastard brethren.  Either way, I get to pretend like I’m the retard king of 
the retard Koalas when in reality I’m just the only one dumb enough to 
walk directly into the line of fire.

After slyly staging a coup at the Koala, I can certainly say I’m hop-
ing things are going to be different.  I think a lot of people have a hard 
time understanding why I write for the K, or why I “have” to exercise 
my first amendment rights in such offensive ways and every once in a 
while I come upon a story or a situation that totally reminds me why 
I’m so ardent about it...

So, as some of you may know the Supreme Court upheld a ruling (7-2) 
which makes it illegal to request, or offer pornographic images of chil-
dren on the internet.  The critical point here is that the law only covers 
the series of tubes known as the Intertubes ( ©Al Gore), also known as 
the Intarblags or Interwebz.

It is of course always under the guise of prosecuting “bad guys/girls” 
that we’re told to avail ourselves of the ability to be subjugated.  Cer-
tainly, without advocating pedophiles (though I’m tempted to), it is 
clear that simply SAYING something should NEVER be illegal except 
in the VERY clearly defined exceptions which produce a clear and 
present danger or unduly slander an individual in a way that is indistin-
guishable from fact.  

At what point are we going to say, “Okay, I get it, bad things happen, 
but isn’t that the cost of living in a free society? Some people decide to 
be bad because they have that choice and opportunity, but isn’t having 
that choice what separates us from a police state?”

I know all you waa-waa-waa UCSD pseudo-intellection whiny pants 
are always trying to “fight” for “freedom” and “what’s right” but let’s 
be fucking honest, you’re really just fighting for ideological homoge-
neity.  You want everyone to believe what you believe and you want 
everyone to be “diverse” like you.  Diversity includes those who dislike 
diversity, and freedom includes the ability to jerk off to child porn.  You 
might get arrested for it, but you should have that choice.  

I AM REQUESTING CHILD 
PORN IN A MANNER THAT 

MAY, OR MAY NOT BE 
COSIDERED SATIRE.

THE KOALA IS LOOKING FOR PEOPLE WHO WANT 
TO APPEAR ON TELEVISION.  IF YOU ARE OR KNOW 
SUCH A PERSON, PLEASE EITHER COME TO A MEET-
ING, OR EMAIL EDITOR@KOALA.UCSD.EDU.  THANKS!

OUR WEBSITE IS: http://koala.ucsd.edu
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Top Five Ways The A.S. Will 
Make Sun God ‘Better’ Next 
Year
1. You’ll need two metallic wrist-
bands to get in and they’ll be con-
nected by a chain.
2. Replace the musical performers 
with tennis ball shooting machines.
3. Not tell anyone the date or 
requirements to get in until a week 
afterwards.
4. They will hype it up by an-
nouncing “The Police” are headlin-
ing, but the stage will just have real 
police pepper spraying the audi-
ence.
5. Assure everyone gets laid by 
fucking us all in the ass.

Top 5 Ways Kevin Highland Par-
ties 
1. Calls the cops on every other 
party just so he can brag about his 
attendance.
2. He thinks about partying, then 
runs out of wristbands.
3. House party moved to drunk 
tank for increased “safety”
4. Alone by himself in the A.S. 
office with a box of tissues, while 
watching the Friends marathon.
5. Spikes the fruit punch with 
water.

Bottom 5 Ways to Get Arrested 
During Sungod
1. Breaking your restraining order 
because you’re Coheed and Cam-
bria’s biggest fan.
2. Any way before you could kill 
Kevin Highland
3. Completely sober, but holding 
your friends booze while they’re 
taking a leak.
4. Getting caught trying to steal of-
ficial SunGod merchandise.
5. By the cop who always insists 
on cavity searches.

Top 5 Pick-Up Lines For RSO’s
1. You, me, detox, and a six hour 
minimum.
2. Do you have a quarter? Cause I 
want to call the real cops and tell 
them I just busted the girl of my 
dreams.
3. Can I get your number? Your 
student ID number.
4. Boy I wish I had the power or 
authority to put your back against a 
car and cuff you.
5. If I could rearrange the alphabet, 
I would put D and U and I together.

Top 5 Qualifications on an RSO’s 
Application to Police Academy  

1. Kept black on black crime to 

virtually nil in 2008.
2. Pushed a student down a flight of 
stairs for marijuana possession.
3. Saved the A.S. President from al-
lergic reaction to peanut butter.
4. Won Kevin Highland Memorial 
“Douche of the Year” Award.
5. Named Tattletailer of the Year in 
3rd and 4th Grade.

Top 5 Reasons Sean Kingston Was 
Better than T.I.
1. At least Kingston knew it’s UC 
San Diego, not San Diego Univer-
sity.
2. Kingston can fuck 17-year-old 
freshman and it’s only a misde-
meanor.
3. Kingston’s size XXXXXXL 
shirt kept everyone in the audience 
warm.
4. Anyone will seem that much 
cooler in comparison to the Aqua-
bats.
5. Kingston’s sweat kept the Koala 
Water Slide going hours later than 
last year.

Top 5 UCSD Exec Reactions to 
Recently Approved Salary In-
creases
1. Order that annual pay raises con-
tinue as the most important SunGod 
tradition
2. Use $100 bills to wipe their asses 
in hopes of finally dislodging those 
pesky sticks
3. Complained that their raise 
doesn’t even keep pace with the ris-
ing cost of jet fuel and bluefin tuna
4. Personally fund AIDS “research” 
with a group of South American 
trannies
5. Donate food to starving American 
households putting their children 
through college

Top 5 Things You’ll Tell Your 
Grandkids about UCSD
1. No, no, it’s always been a ninja-
training school, even when I went 
there.
2. Just because you went to the hos-
pital doesn’t mean I won’t kick the 
shit out of you a second time if you 
mention UCSD again.
3. Yeah, we passed the bond in 2009 
to raise the salaries of all the key 
administators and provide the chan-
cellor with her own private airplane. 
They were giving pizza away!
4. I was a member of the Koala, 
back when it was a newspaper, and 
not the nation’s largest on-campus 
rape counseling center.
5. I have only one college regret. 
Not killing myself.

Top 5 Reasons High School was 
Better than UCSD
1. Foreign teachers taught foreign 
languages
2. Hating fat chicks was encouraged
3. You could show up at Senior 
Prom after 7pm without getting ar-
rested
4. You had enough time to sit down 
with a good book and smash a 
nerd’s head with it
5. Your nuts made every decsion 
and they were always right, now 
some other ball sacks are mak-
ing decisions for you and they’re 
always wrong

Top 5 Things to Wear Under Your 
Cap and Gown
1.
2.
3.
4.
5. Smile

Top 5 SDSU Frat Pickup Lines
1. Nostrils
2. Straws
3. Rolled dollar bills
4. Gums
5. Fingertips

Top 5 New SDSU Frat Hand-
shakes/Greetiungs
1. The handcuffed low 5
2. The nark’s nod
3. The fed’s fist in the air
4. The DEA slaps down low
5. Too slow, they’re caught with 
blow!

Top 5 Things the Cops Overheard 
While Tapping the SDSU Phone 
Lines
1. I hate cops... haha wouldn’t that 
be funny if this was tapped? And 
gays. Gay cops.
2. According to leading theoretical 
equations, the square of any imagi-
nary number is equal to the square 
of the coefficients times negative 
one and... holy crap, this is some 
good tweak!
3. Coke coke, cokity coke coke, 
cash money.
4. We don’t want to tip off the cops, 
so maintain all cell phone silence 
until this giant coke deal goes 
down.
5. Shit, college is hard. I’ve got 
a 3 pager due in 2 weeks and I’m 
totally stressing.

Top 5 Things Cops Would Hear if 
They Tapped UCSD Phone Lines
1. No mom, still no friends.
2. It’s Friday night!  Let’s play 
Scrabble with only chemical names.
3. Studying for 40 hours straight 
gives you a wicked head trip.
4. Bro, hook me up with some coke. 
I need the caffeine, dawg.
5. Hey Mom, it’s me, Kevin High-
land.  I just wanted to let you know 
my evil plan to ruin the only awe-
some thing at my school worked.

Top 5 SDSU Frat Pickup Lines

1. Nostrils
2. Straws
3. Rolled dollar bills
4. Gums
5. Fingertips

Top 5 (Homo) Sexually Tilted 
Lines by NBA Playoff Com-
mentators
1. They double up on Duncan.
2. Parker trying to squeeze 
through, covered by Duncan.
3. Walton is hit hard from behind 
by Horry.
4. Parker is looking over his 
shoulder, while Manu Ginobili 
lets him know where he is.
5. Duncan, working on Gasol, 
shoves it in there. Gasol grimaces 
in frustration.

Top 5 Things Overheard af-
ter Hearing about Nas’s New 
Album “Nigger”, Before He 
Renamed It
1. Finally he releases his long 
awaited self-titled album.
2. I’ve been hearing strange nois-
es from her bedroom ever since 
she went in with that Nigger.
3. Man, I paid $15 for my Nigger 
and it doesn’t even work!
4. That Nigger music is ruining 
the youth of today.
5. This is just an excuse for the 
KOALA to print more Nas jokes.

Top 5 Things Overheard after 
Hearing about Nas’s New Al-
bum, After He Renamed It
1. Untitled 9th Albums be goin’ 
crazy jumping off the shelves!!!!
2. I think naming your album 
something offensive can have an 
important impact on our percep-
tion of the profane and the cul-
tural perspectives that produce 
them, but that Untitled 9th Album 
is just taking it too far.
3. Ya know, this is the first time 
stores haven’t sold all their Unti-
tled 9th Albums since the 1800s.
4. There’s nothing wrong with 
Untitled 9th Album, but I pre-
ferred Madonna’s Dago Kike.
5. Turn that Untitled 9th Album 
shit down!

Top 5 Things Super Mario Will 
Do When He Retires
1. Get scammed out of 400,000 
gold coins by a Nigerian Koopa.
2. Teaches a class at the learning 
annex titled “banging your head 
away into financial freedom.”
3. Ride Yoshi through a farmer’s 
market killing 35 Goombas on 
intense star flashback.
4. Some plumbing, finally.
5. Discover Halo.

with her own private airplane. 
They were giving pizza away!
4. I was a member of the Koala, 
back when it was a newspaper, 
and not the nation’s largest on-
campus rape counseling center.
5. I have only one college regret. 
Not killing myself.
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The Highlander            Kevin Highland

Overpaid for a half-hearted Sean Con-•	
nery appearance

Overpaid for a half-hearted Sean Kings-•	
ton appearance

Took	four	films	to	ruin	a	franchise•	 Took one festival to ruin his franchise•	
When beheaded, you get all of his •	
knowledge

When beheaded, you just get Garret •	
Berg

“There can be only one”•	 “THERE CAN BE NO FUN”•	
Carries around a giant sword•	 Is a giant tool•	
Everyone	remembers	when	his	movie	•	
came	out.	

Everyone	will	remember	the	day	his	Dad	•	
didn’t pull out.

“The time has come,” the Koala 
said,
“To talk of many things:
Of bowls--and blunts--and snowy 
lines--
Of Shrooms--and LSD--
And why the wall is melting down--
And why that pig has wings.”

“But wait a bit,” the Tritons cried,
“Before we have our chat;
For some of us are stupid high,
And all of us are fat!”
“No hurry!” said the Koala.
They thanked him much for that.

“A pan of brownies,” the Walrus 
said,
“Is what we chiefly need:
Blotters and Cocaine besides
Are very good indeed--
Now if you’re ready, Tritons dear,
We can begin to party.”

“But not 10th week!” the Tritons 
cried,
Turning a little blue.
“After such studiousness, that 
would be
a dismal thing to do!”
“The night is fine,” the Koala said.
“Do you admire the view?

“It was so kind of you to come!
And you are very nice!”
The Koala went on to say
“Cut us another slice:
I wish you were not quite so nerdy--
I’ve had to light you twice!”

“It seems a shame,” the Koala said,
“They cannot roll a spliff,
After we’ve taught them so very 
much,
When they don’t give a shit!”
The Koala let out a resounding cry,
“The weed continues to stick!”

“I weep for you,” the Koala said:
“You must go get a life.”
With sobs and tears he sorted out
Those of the nerdy type,
Holding his pocket-handkerchief
Before his streaming eyes.

“O Tritons,” said the Koala,
“You’ve had a boring run!
Shall we be trotting home again?’
But answer came there none--
And this was scarcely odd, because
he’d dosed every one.

Thus Spake the Walrus

SEPARATED AT 
BIRTH?!?
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Thus Spake the Walrus
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LIGHTS AND SIRENS GAME 
The following list has some REAL police reports and some FAKE police reports. Can you spot the fakes? 

Hint: Everyone at UCSD is fucking retarded. 

Tuesday April 22nd 
-An	unknown	number	of	students	were	reported	as	“laughing”	at	the	Matthews	Apartments.	
vv
Friday April 11th 
-A	bioengineering	textbook	was	reported	missing	from	a	Muir	dormitory.	

Wednesday, April 16th (Sun God) 
-A	male	was	reported	as	“lying	in	a	bathtub	covered	in	vomit	and	water”	at	the	TMC	apartments.	
-A	large	couch	was	on	fire	near	the	fountain	at	revelle	commons,	and	four	people	were	seen	running	toward	
York Hall. 
-A	black	male	in	his	40s	was	reported	as	“slapping	himself”	and	saying	that	“security	needs	to	do	their	job	and	
get	him.”	
-Screaming	was	heard	from	the	callbox	at	the	Hopkins	Parking	Structure.	
-A	female	reported	battery	at	the	lemon	grass	chicken	booth.	

Thursday April 17th 
-	An	unidentified	man	wearing	sunglasses	and	a	leather	jacket	was	seen	smoking	a	cigarette	and	repeatedly	
opening	and	closing	a	“Swiss	Army	knife.”	

Monday April 21st 
-	A	female	was	reported	as	possibly	eating	peanuts,	or	attempting	to,	because	she	is	“allergic	to	them,	seems	
depressed,” and “hates school.” 

Friday April 25th 
-	An	unidentified	man	wearing	sunglasses	and	a	leather	jacket	was	reported	for	smoking	a	cigarette,	potentially	
damaging	his	lungs,	and	looking	much	too	bad	ass	for	campus.	

Answers: Only the events of April 11, 17, & 25 are fake.  The rest are REAL, even all the Sun God ones!
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There	exists	a	point	in	every	college	students	life	where	you’re	drinking	simply	to	dull	the	pain	from	the	last	night’s	drinking.		Later,	
your	intervention	counselor	will	tell	you	this	is	alcoholism.		In	the	meantime,	there’s	a	place	to	hone	your	drinking	skills	to	liver-
crippling proportions: Houseboat. 

5	Houseboats,	125	people,	35	kegs.		For	4	days	across	Memorial	Day	weekend,	you	get	to	rub	elbows	and	other	appendages	
with	Stockton’s	finest	local	sluts,	while	dancing	in	the	safety	of	your	houseboat	and	raging	with	staff	from	ski	and	snowboard	
clubs	from	every	UC	in	the	state.		

My	story	begins	as	I’m	drinking	moonshine	in	the	back	of	the	car,	preparing	myself	for	the	epic	rager.		I	receive	a	phone	call	from	
the	president	of	board	club.		She	says,	“Santa	Cruz	has	brought	17	girls	and	2	guys.		A	new	staff	member	has	made	the	claim	that	
he	will	hook	up	with	more	girls	than	anyone	else.”		The	gauntlet	was	dropped.		I	was	ready	to	plow	some	poon.		

THE RULES 

Find	an	impartial	judge	•	
Points	are	awarded	on	the	classic	1-10	scale	•	
Double	points	are	given	for	a	threesome,	and	foursome	is	an	automatic	win.	•	
If	you	sleep	with	a	girl	twice,	you	get	half	as	many	points,	and	no	points	for	the	third	time.	•	

This	is	the	gonzo,	balls	deep	recount	of	my	escapades	through	the	pussy	party	known	as	houseboats.	

I	donned	my	party	gear:	A	poncho,	a	speedo,	and	a	steel	viking	helmet.		I	try	to	only	remove	clothing,	not	add,	which	means	a	lot	
of	my	fucking	happened	with	a	viking	helmet	on.		Do	you	know	what	that’s	like?		Few	will	know	the	splendor	that	is	slapping	some	
slut’s	ass	with	a	fucking	viking	helmet	on?		I	was	like	a	fucking	norse	god,	swinging	my	penis-hammer	with	impunity.		CALL	ME	
THOR, BITCH.  

The	first	3	girls	I	fucked	all	happened	within	a	24	hour	period.		It’s	funny	how	when	a	girl	says	some	stupid	shit	like,	“I	don’t	usu-
ally	just	hook	up	with	guys”	a	line	like,	“Well,	I’m	not	the	usual	sort	of	guy”	drops	their	panties	like	fucking	rohypnol.		Anyway,	the	
first	3	had	a	total	score	of	21.		Not	fucking	bad,	and	even	a	few.		I	pull	a	dawn	patrol	and	offer	to	have	knee	sex	with	a	girl	with	the	
largest	breasts	I’ve	ever	seen.		I	play	a	few	games	of	beer	die,	slaps	some	asses,	and	start	getting	my	stumble	on.		After	passing	
out	in	a	boat	at	around	1pm	of	day	3,	the	sharpies	come	out,	but	I	wake	up	fairly	quickly	to	minimize	the	damage.		As	I	come	to,	
this	total	fucking	hottie	walking	by.		There’s	something	about	those	short	jew	girls	that	really	does	it	for	me.		She	fucked	like	a	rock	
star	and	drank	like	a	fish.		I	grab	her	arm	and	say,	“I	need	a	cuddle	buddy.”		We	start	porking	in	the	boat	and	I	offer	to	move	things	
on land.  

She	was	a	girl	after	a	Koala’s	heart.		After	fucking	all	god	damn	day,	we	nap	and	she	wakes	me	up	with	a	massage	and	says,	
“Hey,	let’s	go	get	pants-shitting	drunk.		Also,	some	drugs?”		We	blow	rails	all	night	and	fuck	our	way	into	oblivion.		Final	score?		
34.5.		In	RARE	Koala	fashion,	this	party	gets	FIVE	FUCKING	STARS,	because	MULTIPLE	Koalas	got	laid,	a	new	drug	delivery	sys-
tem	was	invented	(see	below),	and	we	NEVER	RAN	OUT	OF	BEER.		FIVE	KEVIN	HIGHLANDS,	OF	THE	LONG	NECK	VARIETY:

HOUSEBOAT: You’ll get fucked.

THE	ADVENTURES	OF	B-RAD

Hedonism	aside,	I	had	decided	to	go	full	force	for	this	game	because	I	was	
under	the	impression	the	esteemed	ex-editor	of	the	Koala	and	lady	killer	
extraordinaire was going to be in the running.  Little did I know, he was to 
be	victim	to	another	ex-editor’s	invention	(Stevie	Why):	A	rolling	beer-bong.		
Here’s the idea, you take a regular beer bong, and drop a pill of ecstasy into 

it.  As soon as it hits the valve, 
you let that fucker rip.  An hour 
later, you’ll be in party central. 

Anyway,	B-rad	fucks	some	skee-
zy	slut	the	first	night,	then	starts	
the	morning	with	a	rolling	beer	
bong.  Next thing I heard, he was 
boarding local boats and steal-
ing beer, but that’s not where I 
start	interacting	with	him.		As	I’m	
stumbling	towards	my	tent	to	get	
my	fuck	on,	B-rad	is	way	in	the	

distance, running.  Apparently, he 
found an australian border collie, and was herding cows .  This is not a eu-
phemism	for	partying	with	fat	chicks,	he	was	literally	redirecting	large	bovine	
creatures.		As	I	approach	him	and	mention,	“Dude,	it’s	kind	of	weird	that	
you’re	herding	cows	instead	of	fucking	girls.”	to	which	he	replies,	“Oh,	really?		
Man,	okay.		I	think	I	twisted	my	ankle.”	

For the record, I think he tried to fuck a cow.  

This was our houseboat before we got our shit 
together.  
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2008 Person    of the Year

Name
Kevin Highland

Claim To Fame
AVP	of	Programming,	i.e.	the	Guy	Who	Destroyed	Sun	God	2008

Why We Like Him 
When	your	first	runner	up	is	a	guy	who	locked	up	his	hot	ass	daughter	in	
a	basement	dungeon	and	fathered	a	bunch	of	naughty	retard	kids,	you’ve	
got	to	be	all	kinds	of	awesome	to	come	out	the	victor.

If	you	consider	how	awesome	Sun	God	was,	consider	how	hard	it	must	
have	been	to	absolutely	destroy	it.		One	man	stands	alone	at	this	upper	
echelon	of	sycophantry.		It	takes	some	kind	of	magical	talent	to	suck	off	
Chancellor	Fox	while	panting	“No,	but	Sean	Kingston	is	awesome!”	be-
tween slurps.  Also, he could probably swallow an entire keilbasa judging 
from	that	gigantic	neck.				

If	you’d	like	to	give	him	a	piece	of	your	mind,	here’s	his	phone	number:	

Name
Josef Fritzl

Claim To Fame
Locked	his	daughter	in	his	basement	and	fathered	7	children	with	her.		
Also, his daughter is a total babe.

Why We Like Him 
You	might	think	we	picked	him	based	on	facial/eyebrow	hair	alone,	but	
it goes deeper than that.   He’s been tapping his daughter Appalachian 
style	for	24	years,	and	some	of	you	might	see	this	coming,	but	he’s got 
that ass on lock.  He’s	the	Barack	Obama	for	the	sexually	deviant	mass-
es:		As	long	as	you	can	manage	to	have	a	daughter,	you’ve	got	an	end-
less supply of pussy just a cellar door away..  

Name
God

Claim To Fame
Created reality in 6 days, then took a nap.  Also, killed a lot of asians this 
year.

Why We Like Him 
In	one	fell	swoop	God	evened	out	the	playing	field	for	anyone	applying	
to	UCSD,	UCI,	Berkeley,	UCLA,	and	any	med	school	anywhere.		If	you’re	
some	poor	mexican	kid	from	Imperial	Beach,	God	just	affirmative	ac-
tioned your ass into college.  If you were too busy snorting rails off your 
mediocre	looking	girlfriend’s	ass	to	get	decent	grades,	God	just	made	
you a fucking doctor.  Get on your knees and pray that he hits India next.   

#1

#2

#3

WINNERS
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2008 Person    of the Year
RUNNERS UP

Name
SDSU 75

Claim To Fame
Took	a	healthy	interest	in	business,	combined	it	with	being	raised	on	2-
pac	albums	and	reminded	us	that	there	will	always	be	someone	dumber	
than	the	Federal	Government.

Why We Like Them 
We’d like to thank these stalwart entrepreneurs for opening up the coke 
market	to	UCSD	dealers.		Thanks	to	the	vacuum	they	left	by	sucking	so	
much	that	they	got	busted,	The	Koala	will	never	have	to	sell	Snickers	to	
fundraise again! 

Name
Sex and the City

Claim To Fame
Gave	girlfriends	everywhere	something	to	do	
while	you’re	out	fucking	other	women.

Why We Like Them
The	genius	here	is	that	with	a	movie	in	
theatres,	women	the	world	over	are	being	
shown	a	positive	female	role-model:	horny,	
and	bordering	on	alcoholism.		Their	vaginas	
salviate	cosmopolitans	in	preparation	for	this	
bullshit	ramblefest	that’s	basically	about	a	
bunch	of	women	justifying	being	sluts.		We	
love sluts, and we love drinking, so what’s 
not	to	like?	

Name
Heath Ledger

Claim To Fame
Fucked Jake Gyllenhall.

Why We Like Them
This	is	really	pretty	simple.		We	were	sick	
of	having	to	thumb	through	7	pill	boxes	
to dull the pain of your incessant whin-
ing, so Heath helped us out.  He didn’t 
just invent the pill organizer.  When we 
doubted	its	efficacy,	he	went	and	proved	
it to us!  Thanks Heath!

Name
Dianne Odell, the Iron 
Woman

Claim To Fame
She suffered through 
58	years	in	an	iron	lung,	
creating childrens books 
and fat tissue. And w hen 
the world turned it’s back 
on her, she just laid there 
and... thought real hard 
about gasping. 

Why We Like Her
Believe	it	or	not,	we	here	at	the	K	are	actually	pretty	diverse	when	it	comes	to	reli-
gious	beliefs.		Deist	or	not,	there’s	gotta	be	some	God	of	Comedy	trying	to	pretend	
like	she’s	going	to	be	a	useful	member	of	society,	only	to	kick	the	bucket	because	
of a power outage.  
Her life was like playing battletoads drunk.  Didn’t she know it was going to end 
poorly?		But	in	the	end,	the	biggest	victim	was	“Days	of	Our	Lives,”	which	lost	its	
only viewer.
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 Think of your technophobic grandparents. Isn’t it exciting to imagine all of the things that will make you 
cower in your retirement home? Really, it won’t even be too 
far into the future. With the exponential nature of techno-
logical advances; soon forty will be the new eighty. 
   So what exactly will be haunting your robo-nightmares? I 
vote for man/machine interfaces. You know how old timers 
glare at you when you carry on conversations with your 
stupid little iPod earbuds still plugged in? When it’s your 
turn, you’ll be screaming at your kids “STOP DOWNLOAD-
ING PORN DIRECTLY INTO YOUR CORTEX AT THE DINNER 
TABLE!” or “QUIT USING YOUR LIGHT SABER INSIDE THE 
HOUSE” or “FOR GOD SAKES, WHEN YOU’RE DONE USING IT 
TURN OFF THE FLOOBERGOSTINATOR.” 
   Don’t get me started on what the music will be like. You 
know how your parents hate your music?  It’s only going 
to be worse after you get drunk and make some ugly slut 
pregnant.  Every generation thinks the next has no taste, 
but let me illustrate a trend to show you just how bad it 
will be. John Lennon was one of the greatest pop musi-
cians.  His son completely sucks.  So if apples fall far from 
the musical talent tree, now imagine the gay love-children 
of Coheed and Cambria in twenty years. Gothic speed nu-
emo nerdcore, anyone? Eventually you’re going to realize 
that maybe your grandparents would have been happier 
without their hearing aides. 
   MySpace currently has 3 million registered bands. Each 
probably has 2-3 members on average, but even ignor-

ing that at least 1 in 100 Americans think they should be 
making music. Scientists predict that by 2025, every one on the planet will be in 5 bands simultaneously. As 
a result, couches will overthrow beds, the ‘coin top hat’ industry will grow in size by billions, and making a 
mixtape for your girlfriend will take a decade. 
   And are you ready for a century of Chinese domination? ‘Cause you sure as hell can’t stop it, and it’s gonna 
be rough for anyone as spoiled and self-centered as the average American, that is, you.  Playing second 
fiddle in the world will be just like that time when you went to college, everyone else was smarter than you, 
and you were surrounded by funny-looking people who were constantly talking mierda about you and you 
couldn’t understand a damn thing. 
   Seriously, the future sucks.  And never forget that  even though everything you value will be thrashed, the 
worst part won’t be the outside world.  It’s gonna be in the mirror.  Pray that your curve-busting classmates 
never find a cure to Alzheimer’s.

THIS WILL BE YOU World Famous

lists

Top 5 Lists

Top 5 Failed Books on Tape on How to Get 
Women
1. The Ultimate Guide to Making a Mixtape
2. Sexy Talk: As read by Gilbert Gottfried
3. Marry Me: How to end an awkward conversa-
tion.
4. “Yeah, you’d better go wash your hair, you 
nappy bitch!” and 107 other snappy comebacks.
5.”How to score if you’re a balding, middle-aged 
computer programmer with no real social skills 
and a TV-twisted view of women as domestic 
simpletons.” (Title later changed to: How to 
score asian chicks.)

Top Five Rejected Marketing Slogans for 
Grand Theft Auto 4
1. When Triangle buttons are outlawed, only 
outlaws will have triangle buttons.
2. The perfect blame for your real life pre-teen 
killing spree.
3. Go to hell just for playing this game.
4. The ONLY way to prove you’re not gay.
5. Feel like a winner as you beat up cops in your 
mother’s basement.
  
Top 5 Steinbeck Gay Porns
1. The Gapes of Ass
2. Of Gerbils and Men
3. East of Sodom
4. Highway Rest Stop Bathrooms with Charley
5. Seriously, can you name more than 5 Stein-
beck novels drunk?  You fucking nerds.
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For those nights w
hen it’s 

too hot to get hot ...

Koala Laboratories and Investigative Technologies 
introduces

The Chilldo
Top 10 Adventures for Indiana Jones V
1. The Early Adventures of Indiana Jones: Before 4pm
2. Indiana Jones and the Crystal Hip
3. Indiana Jones and the Last Good Erection
4. Indiana Jones Forgets He Was in Three Other Movies
5. Indiana Jones versus the Cheating Pinochle Pirates of Lost Pension
6. Indiana Jones and the Steak that stole his teeth
7. Indiana Jones Instructional Bull Whip Video
8. Indiana Jones and the Indian Casino
9. Indiana Jones and the Diaper of Incontinence
10. Faces of Death 5

LESS PANTS,
MORE FUN.

Get your hottest chonies ready!

Last quarter’s UNDIE RUN was radical, 
but this quarter’s will be off the fucking 

chain. 

Wednesday, June 11th @11:50pm
Meet at Price Center quad!

RED BULL + Function drinks provided cour-
tesy of SD BOARD CLUB

Top 5 Things to Say to Your Brother When 
You Catch Him Masturbating
1. I was just thinking of you...
2. You should really use vaseline so as to 
avoid callouses.
3. Why is ESPN Men’s volleyball on?
4. Hey bro, could you give me a hand?
5. Oh brother.

Top 5 Things Overheard in an FLDS Com-
plex
1. “What an old hag; I heard she’s even had 
her period.”
2. “You know, this would all be totally legal if 
we could get Tom Cruise to do it.”
3. “Bald is beautiful.”
4. “Why do the Texans even care about us? 
We’re not even gay!”
5. Unsurprisingly, the same sort of stuff you 
hear at a Koala meeting.

Top 5 Reasons California Over-Turned the 
Ban on Same-Sex Marriage
1. Judges took a trip to a local rest stop and 
inexplicably changed their minds
2. Part of their master-plan to reduce the num-
ber of children after underfunding healthcare. 
Next goal: blow up the children’s hospital
3. Turns out one-quarter of the State Legisla-
ture would be criminals otherwise
4. It’s just thier way of saying “you guys can 
go fuck yourselves”
5. Specifically for you... our readers

Top 5 Racist AIM Emoticons
1. Jewish banker  [|:?)
2. Asian UCSD student failing math class  |-(
3. Sumo wrestler   |-0)))
4. African tribesman   :-(|)
5. Genital mutilation by those crazy Polyne-
sians you read about in MMW   8=/\\=\X\/=>
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Tour of Duty
The nation’s longest rollercoaster - 15 months of screaming!

You’ll have a blast 
as you return to the 
Iraq-de-Loop again 

and again and 
again!

Ride sky-high 
oil prices to the 

top*...

*New height added every day!

EXIT STRATEGY:
In case of emergency,
•
•
•

Park personnel may require you to 
“re-tour” ride three times... and hold on 

while hopes 
for democracy 

plunge!

Watch out for other 
coasters in 

Friendly Fire Flats!

Who needs armored 
cars? In the Sunni Trian-
gle? You’ll be welcomed 
as theme park liberators!

Beware! This 
unpatriotic son of a 

bitch didn’t keep his 
arms and legs inside 
the ride at all times!

Mr. K’s Guide to Buying 
Weed

Let’s be honest, you’re probably either a scared little asian kid 
who	doesn’t	even	understand	90%	of	the	Koala.	This	guide	is	
written	for	white	people.		This	is	not	because	I’m	racist,	but	be-
cause if your skin color is any darker than “anglo saxon”, you 
already	know	how	to	buy	drugs;	just	go	to	a	family	function	and	
one of your cousins who just got out of jail will invariably be carry-
ing. 

Purchasing	marijuana	is	fraught	with	myths	and	potential	pitfalls,	
but	fret	not,	with	this	guide	in	hand,	you’ll	be	a	pro	in	no	time.		
Just	follow	these	4	easy	steps:	

Step 1: Find a dealer. 
			Finding	a	drug	dealer	that	sells	mainly	pot	is	ideal,	but	not	the	
easiest thing in the world.  Actual drug dealers are usually black 
or	mexican,	and	hate	you	for	being	white.		They	will	rob	you,	shit	
on your face, then laugh at you with all of their friends, calling you 
things you’ve never heard, despite the fact that you have a black 
friend	and	watch	a	fair	amount	of	50	Cent	videos.		
			Drug	dealers	who	deal	primarily	in	marijuana,	however,	are	often	
white,	clean,	and	love	Reggae	music.		They	keep	their	weed	in	
cute	little	baggies	with	graphics	on	them,	and	will	smoke	with	you	
just	to	have	someone	to	hang	out	with,	but	be	aware,	they	don’t	
have any fucking lives and will suck you into their vortex of insane 
conspiracy theories and ridiculous vernacular. 

Step 2: Clear out some time. 
   Drug dealers, regardless of their pedigree, don’t operate on the 
same	time	scale	that	normal	people	do.	According	to	Einstein’s	
Theory	of	Special	Relativity,	objects	experience	time	relative	to	
their speed, so 5 hours to a drug dealer feels like 1.  Consider 
this	when	you	make	plans	with	your	dealer.		This	is	probably	
the	source	of	the	OBVIOUSLY	FALSE	stereotype	that	blacks	are	
never	on	time	to	anything.		ALL	stereotypes	are	wrong	and	evil	

and	a	product	of,	“the	man.”		The	real	source	of	that	stereotype	
is	that	most	or	all	black	people	are	actually	drug	dealers,	and	as	
such,	experience	time	differently.				

Step 3: Learn the lingo; Caveat emptor. 
   Drug dealers don’t speak English.  When they say, “Yo this shit 
right	here	is	the	Evander	Holyfield	bomb.com/kushabush.html	
you’ve been wanting to hit since PM Dawn.”  This roughly trans-
lates	to,	“I	have	a	product	which	I	feel	is	of	superior	quality,	the	
quality	you	have	been	looking	for	since	the	mid-90’s.”		The	prob-
lem	arises	when	every	drug	dealer	says	this;	How	do	you	know	
who	has	the	best	shit?		You	don’t.		And	the	only	way	to	know	is	to	
buy	it	and	smoke	it,	and	even	then	YOU’RE	FUCKING	HIGH,	so	
how	the	hell	are	you	going	to	tell	the	difference?	
			There	are	really	only	two	kinds	of	weed,	shake	and	the	bomb.		
Shake	looks	like	oregano,	the	bomb	looks	like	an	AEPi	brother	
with	his	shirt	off:	hairy	and	kind	of	smelly.		Until	you	become	Willy	
Nelson	and	inspect	your	buds	under	a	magnifying	glass	using	
chopsticks, you won’t know the difference beyond this dichoto-
my.	

Step 4: Paying, smoking, and “pot culture” 
			Basically	the	pot	you’re	going	to	buy	is	going	to	be	a	gram	(or	
less),	and	you’re	going	to	pay	$20-35,	because	you’re	dumb.		If	
you	need	help	smoking	it,	do	society	a	favor	and	use	some	retro-
active birth control.  The world doesn’t need you breeding. 
			A	note	on	marijuana	culture.		I	fucking	hate	stoners.		Look,	I	get	
it, you’re a stupid lazy fuck and you need an excuse to kill even 
more	brain	cells	and	talk	about	your	paranoid	delusional	9/11	
conspiracy	theories.		Do	you	really	think	an	administration	that	
can’t	even	get	their	shit	together	enough	to	blackmail	one	person	
and	not	have	it	turn	into	a	shitstorm	can	orchestrate	a	plan	which	
would	require	collusion	across	every	level	of	government?		You’re	
a fucking retard.  No one cares about your stupid fucking posters 
of	“sick	buds”	or	your	retarded	obsession	with	the	number	420.		
Just	enjoy	killing	some	braincells,	and	don’t	forget	to	pass	the	
dutchie on the left hand side.  
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You’re only working with two inches of Asian dangling fury, so 
the only way your woman is going to be satisfied is with the sex-
ual energy of a rabid dog.  Since she won’t even let you put it in 
her butt, it’s unlikely she’ll let you bring a dog into the bedroom.  

Barring that, you’re going to need an alternative solution.

Enter the PitBull. Bottom’s up!

the best priced and best tasting energy products 
at the G-Store and the Pub!

Top 5 New Corporate Spon-
sored Energy Drinks
1. Microsoft Extreme Beverage: 
A crash here and there
2. Boost Mobile’s Mobile Boost: 
Get a boost while mobile
3. Edison Renewable Soda: Half 
the energy of normal soda, 18 
times the price
4. Valium Brand Energy Drink: 
It’s uhm uh, kinda like uhhh, you 
know, energizing
6. 48-hour Energy: Available in 
the break room of every Wal-
Mart
5. Pit Bull Energy Drink: Ap-
proved by Michael Vick

Top 5 Most Factual Chuck 
Norris Facts
1. Contrary to the belief that 
Chuck never lost a fight, as a 10 
year old child he lost many bouts 
to his alcoholic father. 
2. When Norris was 16, his par-
ents divorced - and it was most 
definitely his fault.
3. In 1990, Chuck founded the 
lamest martial arts club ever 
called Kick Drugs Out of Amer-
ica.
4. He hates homos and is against 
a Day of Silence that isn’t 
brought on by a kick to the throat.
5. Behind Chuck’s beard is a fist, 
but all it ever does is stretch its 
fingers desperately in the direc-
tion of small children.

A MamaPimp Fantasy... 
Lick it, or Ticket

 Top 5 Safe Words
1. Now punch me in the face
2. HARDER AND DIRECTLY IN 
THE EYES
3. I’m cheating on you becuase you’re 
weak
4. Put the gag ball in and drop me off 
in Santee naked no matter what I say 
about this being the safe word
5. A wet, guttural gasp

Top 5 Things a Blind Man Would Do 
with a Monster Truck
1.
2.
3.
4.
5. Walk into it.
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1 Star - Kevin Highland is hosting tje party, and has run out of Zimas 
2 Stars - Kevin Highland passed out before he could make good on his promise to show you his pokemans.
3 Stars - Kevin Highland tries to shut down your water slide, but manages to get caught up in security.
4 Stars - Kevin Highland shows you his pokemans, then does a body shot off of Chancellor Fox’s chest 
5 Stars - The party involved gang-raping Donna Bean using Kevin Highland’s severed, long neck and your cock

The “Hood” Party: 5/17
 It’s the day after Sungod, and even af-
ter	being	drunk	off	my	gourd	for	nearly	
48	hours,	I’m	obviously	not	ready	to	quit.		
What	Koala	would	be?		I	get	picked	up	
by	some	friends	and	we	head	over	to	the	
Board Club party only to get followed by 
several cop cars entering the neighbor-
hood.  Apparently they heard people were 
having	fun.		We	head	back	to	campus	
and decide to kick it as old school as a 
naughty,	curious	freshman	girl	can:	War-
ren	dorms.	After	impressing	those	Warren	
kids	with	my	nearfamous	rum	chugging,	
things start to get pretty rowdy and the 
party	pooper	patrol	comes.	We	quickly	
hide all the alcohol and lock ourselves in 
someone’s	room,	while	the	local	drunkie	
Mexican proceeds to get his ass written 
up.  Are they just culturally predisposed 
to	taking	the	wrap	for	white	kids,	or	what?	
Later,	someone	mentions	“the	Hood,”	like	
its	sacred	or	something.	You	would	think	
from	the	name	and	the	ridiculous	attitude	
these chodes have about this place, it 
would	be	something	more	than	a	couch	in	
the	middle	of	the	fucking	woods.	

Then again, after I got pretty baked, that 
couch	became	pretty	epic.		Some	kid	on	
shrooms	walked	me	back	to	my	dorm	at	
6am,	but	he	was	too	high	to	try	to	fuck	
me	(as	if	I	would	fuck	a	druggie!).		Three	
stars for Warren for trying to live down 
their	nerdy	asian	mythos,	minus	a	half	a	
star	for	the	RSO	named	“heffer”	and	minus	
another	half	a	star	for	using	up	all	of	my	
weed. It was chill, but it could’ve hap-
pened anywhere.  Lesson: “The Hood” is 
like	the	“real”	hood,	mainly	boring	but	it	
makes	a	lot	of	sense	if	you’re	really	fucked	

.  

PEER/SAFE Party: 5/20
My Res Dean knows I like to drink so 
she	turned	me	onto	this	party	in	Revelle	
that she described as, “This psychologi-
cal	program	that	will	help	you	with	your	
experimenting	with	alcohol,	you	drunkie.”	
Being	the	drunk	I	am,	I	went	searching	for	
this party at 2 in the afternoon ready to get 
my	drank	on.	Little	did	I	know	the	atrocity	
to	follow.	I	walk	in	and	the	first	chick	I	see	
is	fat	with	a	thick	mustache.	She	makes	
me	fill	out	a	form	asking	my	name,	ad-
dress,	number,	etc.	I	thought	to	myself,	
“Fuck, even if I have unconscious sex with 
this chick I still won’t be able to escape 
without	giving	my	number.”	I	found	out	the	
cover charge was an outrageous 75 bucks. 
If	they’re	going	to	charge	this	much,	they	
should	have	at	least	10	handles	of	vodka	
or 3 kegs out but I didn’t see anything. 
Luckily,	before	the	fat	mustache	could	talk	

FIJI island party and Non-Sexist 
Dance- 5/31

We rolled up to this party late, thinking it 
would be good, wrong.  As soon as we 
got	in	there	were	many	guys	in	nothing	
but underwear, paint and banana leaves, 
it was like a gay luau.  There was a group 
in a cirle slapping each others’ asses for 
no apparent reason, but I got in for free so 
i’m	sure	they	had	a	good	reason	for	doing	
so, except to counteract the Natty Ice dick.  
We	met	a	chick	from	Oregon	that	was	
staying	at	the	hotel	with	her	family	and	she	
wanted	in;	after	some	drinks	she	was	down	
for	anything.		Dancing	ensued	but	the	mu-
sic kept turning off and they only had the 
room	till	11,	talk	about	a	half	assed	party.		
The only good thing was watching one 
of	these	twins	get	fingered	on	the	lobby	
couch by what looked like a guy trying to 
pick	up	some	BBQ	beef	with	chopsticks.		
Before I could take over the security broke 
it up which sucked because it was the only 
interesting thing at the party.  

Oh well, off to the non-sexist dance at 
the	pub,	but	first	Oregon	chick	had	to	get	
daddy’s	permission.		she	left		her	hotel	
room	and	family	with	noting	but	her	white	
ass-showing	dress.		She	promised	she	
would be back in an hour, ya sure, gang 
bangs always last at least two hours, silly 
girl.		At	the	gay	dance	there	was	a	50	per-
son	line	(and	a	10-man	gay	train)	just	to	get	
in, but when this chick sees all these girls 
making	out,	she	gets	turned	on	and	wants	
my	hands	in	her.		This	is	the	kind	of	party	
you	always	want,	way	more	girls	than	guys,	
and not lesbians like you would expect.  
It	was	a	homo-copia:	everything	gay	you	
could	imagine	was	being	done.		There	were	
two large lesbos straddling each other 
on	a	wall,	resembling	elephant	seals	on	a	
San	Simeon	beach,	with	a	muff	motorboat	
added.		By	the	end	of	the	night	my	Orego-
neon	was	cruzin’	for	a	douchin’,	I	almost	
puked.		It	smelled	like	my	grandma’s	80th	
birthday party; I couldn’t even breath near 
her.		Besides	the	Chinese	fish	market,	I	

to	me	anymore	a	chill	looking	guy	took	me	
into	the	VIP	room	where	I	expected	whores	
to	be	jumping	out	of	the	file	cabinets.	We	
walk	in	and	its	completely	empty	and	I	
glance	around	the	room	unable	to	find	the	
keg. As we take a seat, I realize that it was 
all	a	trick!	All	the	way	from	the	beginning!	
He	asked	me	about	my	alcohol	problems	
expecting	me	to	reveal	my	raging	alcohol-
ism	and	how	it	makes	my	friends	and	girl-
friends	hate	me	and	me	fail	all	my	classes	
all	the	while	losing	my	job	and	getting	fat.	
As	if!	I	didn’t	tell	him	shit	and	left	after	an	
hour. 1 Star because we at least TALKED 
about booze

look	forward	to	my	sec-
ond fuck buddy in OC.

BOARD CLUB Corn-
meal Wrasslin’ Party- 
5/17

What happens when you 
take a couple a bitches 
and	dump	them	in	a	pit	
of	cornmeal	with	a	half-
hogtied	wild	beast?		The	
latest	spa	treatment...a	
dirty	Armenian’s	wet	
dream?		No,	you	get	
BOARD’s	cornmeal	
wrassling party.  I roll in 
to	score	some	booze	and	
scan the party for poten-
tial bitches to wrestle, 
but upon testing this bad 
idea of stuff to wrestle in, i 
decide to just drink.  Any-
ways,	after	a	few	matches	
and a bit of socializing, i 
decide	to	meet	up	with	the	
kids and chat chit, only 
to ruin a pair of perfectly 
adorable shoes to the 
mudpit	left	near	the	hose.		
The party gets rolled, and 
a few stay behind.  I stay 
behind only long enough 
to	find	out	where	my	girls	
are going.  We head to the 
afterparty, which was pret-
ty	tame	until	we	hot	tub	
it.  Hot tubbing leads to 
sex, as we all know.  As for 
me,	the	path	could	have	
headed that way, only the 
rando dude i was hooking 
up	with	made	a	boo	boo	
and	bonked	my	drunken	
head on the edge of the ja-
cuzzi,	killing	my	mood	and	
making	me	go	intensely	
dizzy	for	what	seemed	like	
a	long	time.		At	least	i	was	
left with a parting gift of 
a little goose egg at the 
base	of	my	skull.		3	stars	
for getting to see the kids i 
love.  Minus half a star for 
my	shoes,	minus	1.5	for	
the hookup gone wrong.
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There’s this guy named ray in sigmachi who 
has a fat cock and big biceps.  All you ladies 
stand in line to get with this big boy stud muf-
fin.  If your into the slimmer fatter cocker type 
talk to sobel in fiji.  But if you want beef all 
around and 4% body fat, hit up the grade AAA 
beefy butt brothers of sobel and melikian.
-Ray from Sigma Chi

Hey!  I have a sorority girl personal from my-
self and a undisclosed Pi Beta Phi.
“To the red head guy who thinks he is cool 
because he has a lot of money and is in Ramda 
Chi - you’re a horrible kisser because you don’t 
know how.  You’re not supposed to drool all up 
on some chick’s mouf and then think that she 
will want to suck your small ass dick.  I can’t 
say I know how small it is because when one of 
us, sorority girls that is, wanted to see if there 
was an actual penis underneath that mess we 
couldn’t go there.  The thought of sucking a 
small firecrotch was repulsive enough for me.  
My question to this Ramda Guy is whether or 
not there is fire in that crotch.  Thanks Alha 
Beta Gamma.”

To the Sigma Nu Scott living at Aztec Cor-
ner... youre fucking hot. Say hi to me already! I 
wanna have your babies.

To the fucking dumb shit who needs a GPS to 
find his way around campus, and then left it out 
side like a fucking midget with down syn-
drome, no I dont need a GPS to go to hell, but 
it did cum in handy to find my way to Athenas 
place.  Thanx, dick mouth.

TRIBUTE TO S.M.A.W (Haiku)
S.M.A.W., you have nice calves,
your scooter makes me soo wet,
I want your anus.
- SMAW’s OB fan club

Hey cunt face. I see you on your long board 
with your other fucking other cunt ass room-
mate. I have to admit, Douchebag2 is so much 
better than your pansy ass who thinks that he is 
actually decent, dipshit. First off, you’re a fuck-
ing fat fuck. You are by far the most disgusting 
insect on the planet. I can’t believe someone 
told me you’re not a virgin. For fuck’s sake. 
Who would fuck your sorry 1.3293 inch cock. 
And if I find out that your fucking dumb ass is 
talking shit about me and my boyfriend again, i 
swear to all things holy, I will slit your fucking 
throat. And by throat I mean that 1.3293 inch 
penis. Good day, shit head.

to the punkass lambda chi alpha workin at 
canyon vista:
just because i fucked your girl doesnt mean you 
can half ass my sandwich. you can mumble to 
yourself all you want that i look high as fuck 
and everyone can tell, but i didnt hear your girl 
complain when i put a blunt out on her ass. at 
least you know where that scar on her ass came 
from. have a nice day bitch

Hi
Here on the Oregon coast we like to make new 

friends and play rockin’ music.
I dont know how this works but I guess I’ll find 
out soon . . .

to the creepy old dude sitting two computers 
next to me. . .why can’t you look at asian porn 
on your home computer? you know you are not 
fooling anyone. don’t you realize that people 
are walking by you and can see you staring at 
a bunch of naked chicks? not that theres any-
thing wrong with girls getting naked, but its 
one thing for a 500 year old man to be doing it 
in a library. thats why most people look at porn 
when no one else is around. you must have no 
shame.
- the guy who looks at porn when no one else is 
around

To that group of faggot ass engineers who 
hold each others cocks while juggling fruit and 
playing how many triangles. For The yuppie 
polock hippy, stop playing rockband and shave 
that fucking nappy ass beard. To the 4 eyed 
thai/chinese red hat wearing midget...just kill 
yourself. To the other midget gook with ques-
tionable sexuality, stop shopping at baby gap 4 
ur muscle shirts. To the 7 foot tall white bald-
ing giant, go paint yourself green and sell some 
peas. For the Hawaiian pink polo wearing asian 
brad pitt wanna be, you and “baby gap” should 
go 69 each other.

Dear ASB,
FUCK YOU FOR RUINING THE SUNGOD 
FESTIVAL!!!!!!

To the shy guy in my poli 11 and poli 12 
classes. I want you to know that I think you’re 
fucking intelligent and fucking cute. I see you 
looking when you’re not sharing your nice-boy 
politics, and I’m fucking feeling it. You glance 
over all the time, checking out my goodies. 
Don’t look away when I smile at you, shit I’m 
loving it. I’ve waited a while for you to say 
something but damn .. you’re really that shy. 
Good for us though, I find that shit endearing 
and it turns me on like nothing. I’m bout to 
pounce. This innocent game is alright, but how 
bout we handle this outside the classroom?     

To all those UCSD girls that like to hang out in 
North Park:
Seriously, stay away.  We know you want to 
feel cool hanging out in the big bad city and 
all, but your pseudo-prude antics aren’t wel-
come here.  You come to Livewire on Thursday 
nights, start flirting with us real men, and then 
pretty much tell us to fuck off.  Quit wasting 
our time, there are hundreds of hipster girls that 
really just want to go back to my place, blow 
some lines and fuck all night.  I don’t give two 
shits about how you are starving scientist.  If 
you don’t plan on doing some scientific re-
search on my load in your face, then please quit 
smiling at me and go back to talking to your 
dorky ass Indian and Asian buddies.

To all women ever,

Why won’t you fuck me? I know I ain’t exactly 
Denzel, but its not all about skills in the sack…
my forte is post-sex cuddle. I’m sensitive 
enough to understand you, girl…after all, I’m 
only 10 lbs. heavier and two pant-sizes big-
ger.  I can relate to your body image problems!  

Won’t you send some play my way?

Perpetually full of cock envy,
Emasculated Asian males everywhere

Reader-Submitted Lists

Best Pussy on Campus 
1. Your mom’s on parent’s day.
2. Chancelor Fox’s ... with extra mustard.
3. Any sports team.
4. Computer Science tight buttholes right be-
fore finals.
5. if you can fit, go asian.
- 2nd year
  
Top 5 Reasons the Koala is Controversial
5. Casual reference to narcotics/alcohol.  Oh 
my God, college students do drugs!
4. Realizing that every single page is more or 
less filled with poop jokes.
3. More tasteless racism jokes than Carlos 
Mencia’s ... anything.
2. The only actually written section (personals) 
being gayer than massaging a penis with my 
anus.
1. Inability to read two sentences without un-
necessarily gratuitous use of the word fuck.
- Derrick Song

Top 5 reasons to name your daughter Chla-
mydia
1. She’s named after her mother
2. It’s catchy
3. Whore is soooo 2007
4. Trying to get my family to leave its mark
5. Alpha Chi Omega has too many syllables
- Macgyver

Facts About the Koala
1. The newspaper has been around for over 20 
years.
2. Koalas may issue a loud cry, which has been 
reported as similar to that of a human baby.
2. The Koala’s brain has evolved over time to 
render a Koala’s brain 60% smaller than its 
ancestors.
3. About 40% of the animal’s cranial cavity is 
filled with liquid.
4. This reduction in brain size is due to recent 
behavioral changes that cause Koalas to gener-
ally lack energy as a result of changing diets 
over time.
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We did not write these personals, 
unless you want to fuck one of us because of them.

BEST “FUCK YOU” PERSONAL
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